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Within its spring camp activities, the
Scientific Center of Kuwait
Foundation for the Advancement of

Science,  launched a beach cleaning cam-
paign last Thursday in Salmiya where kids
removed all wastes. The campaign aims at
boosting kids' awareness of cleanliness and
the importance of protecting marine environ-
ment. A number of the center employees also
took part in the activity. 

One of the most anticipated car events
of the year has been Gulf Run, a pre-
mier car show that has consistently

drawn in regional enthusiasm by car afi-
cionados since its inception. This year, Gulf
Run took place in Murouj, from Jan 19 to 21
2017, as a one-of-a-kind event that was com-
prised of three segments, including the 24-
hour karting endurance race, Gulf Run
Bahrain, where a two-day test drive event
had taken place in an inner, outer and GP cir-
cuit, and a car show in Murouj where Lotus
was one of the main sponsors.

An essential component of the joy
behind driving cars is the pure feeling of
adrenaline that comes with being behind
the wheel of an elegantly powerful ride, a
sensation that is vital for thrill seekers who
yearn to experience refreshingly new levels
of exhilaration. That is what Lotus brought to
the car show at Murouj. There, three Lotus
cars were on display, including the Evora 400
and 2-Eleven. The new Lotus Evora 400 is the
latest pure and focused supercar from Lotus,
combining high performance with the leg-
endary Lotus benchmark handling. 

With a maximum speed of 186 mph and
acceleration of 0-60 mph is just 4.1 sec-
onds, the new Evora is a more agile and
involving drive that enables it to lap the
challenging test  track at  the Lotus
Headquarters in Hethel, Norfolk at a scintil-
lating six seconds faster than previous
models. Over two thirds of the Lotus Evora
400 is new, including its supercharged and
charge-cooled mid-mounted 3.5-litre V6
engine producing 400 horsepower and 410

Nm of torque. A new aluminum chassis
incorporates a new interior and the light-
weight composite body has changed sig-
nificantly both front and rear. 

The new Evora is 22 kg lighter, an accom-
plishment that has been achieved through
careful and clever design and attention to
detail. This weight reduction is even more
impressive considering that the supercar has
more power and a higher standard specifica-
tion than before. Meanwhile, the Lotus 2-

Eleven that was displayed at the event,
which is owned by a VIP client, takes the
Chapman philosophy of 'Per formance
through light weight' to its most extreme
level yet. Weighing in at just 670 kg or 745 kg
and with 255 PS on tap courtesy of its super-
charged and intercooled 1796 cc engine, the
2-Eleven boasts a power to weight ratio simi-
lar to that of a 1960s Formula One car. 

Designed with the most serious of track
day enthusiasts in mind, the Lotus 2-Eleven
offers race car levels of performance coupled
with legendary Lotus ride and handing to
deliver a truly outstanding track day car.
Introducing the Lotus to the Kuwait market
reaffirms Alghanim Motor's commitment to
providing its customers with only the best
quality products, outstanding service and
everything else in between. Visit Alghanim
Motor's Lotus showroom at Shuwaikh
Industrial 1, block 1, street 11 opposite of the
Historical Vintage and Classic Cars Museum
Saturday - Thursday from 9 am - 12.30 pm
and 4.30 pm - 8.30 pm. Find out what's new
by following us on Twitter and Instagram at
@AlghanimLotusKW.

India has further liberalized grant of visas to nationals
of USA, Canada and Japan. Fee structure is as below: 

Visa fee for USA nationals:  
Tourist visa: Multiple Entry of ten years duration - KD 36
Business visa: Multiple Entry of one year duration - KD 51
Business visa: Multiple Entry of ten years duration - KD 76 

Visa fee for Canadian and Japanese nationals:
Tourist visa: Multiple Entry of six months duration - KD 14
Tourist visa: Multiple Entry of one year duration - KD 22  
Tourist visa: Multiple Entry of ten years duration - KD 42  
Business visa: Multiple Entry of one year duration - KD 39
Business visa: Multiple Entry of ten years duration - KD 64

Visa fee for Kuwaiti nationals:
Tourist visa: Multiple Entry of six months duration - KD 14
Business visa: Multiple Entry of One year duration - KD 39 
Business visa: Multiple Entry of ten years duration - KD 64

All applicants may visit Passport and Visa Centres of
CKGS at 17 Floor, Behbahani Building, Sharq, Kuwait :
Tel. No. 22440392 (e-mail: indiavisa.kuwait@ckgs.com )
or; Complex Kais Alghanim, 4 Floor, Mecca Street, in
front of Annod Complex, Fahaheel, Kuwait: Tel. No.
22909229 (e-mail: indiavisa.kuwait@ckgs.com) or; Jleeb
Al Shuyoukh (Abbasiya)  2nd Floor, Jleeb Al Shuyoukh
Block 1, Street 1, Xcite building, Kuwait Tel. No.
24342428) (e-mail: indiavisa.kuwait@ckgs.com). CKGS's
website is http://www.kw.ckgs.in. In emergency cases,
Indian Embassy accepts visa applications directly at its
Visa Wing from applicants.
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Mohamed Naser Al-Hajery and Sons,
the exclusive Haagen-Dazs dealer in
Kuwait ,  unveiled the renovated

Haagen-Dazs branch in The Avenues, phase II
at the ground floor, while adding new ice
cream creations, juices and other scrumptious
choices to its menu. The new branch was
designed and implemented by "Sparks" inter-
national which meets the highest international
standards. The event was held in the presence
of employees of Mohamed Naser Al-Hajery
and Sons, along with media delegates who
savoured the new offerings of mouth-watering
ice cream and juices flavors. 

Haagen-Dazs has been making quality ice
cream like no other since 1961. The world's
best-tasting ice cream is created in 24 flavors
and from the best ingredients that are careful-
ly selected from around the world. Every
flavour from Haagen-Dazs starts with 100 per-
cent real cream, milk, free-range eggs, and
sugar -  s imple ingredients for  a creamy,
intense, and tasty ice cream. The founder,

Reuben Mattus' vision was to create the best
ice cream in the world using high quality, care-
fully selected ingredients. 

Reuben believed that if you were going to
indulge in ice cream, it should be a real and ful-
filling experience rather than the 'cold and
sweet stuff' of his time. Reuben's ambition was
to create the world's best-tasting ice cream and
his devotion to the highest standards changed
the way people thought about ice cream. The
Haagen-Dazs philosophy remains the same to
this day. We believe that everyone deserves to
experience pleasure that is fulfilling and real and
this guides everything we do.

It's worth noting that Haagen-Dazs ice cream
selection is available at 950 stores in more than
80 countries around the world. In Kuwait,
Mohamed Naser Al-Hajery and Sons opened the
first branch of Haagen-Dazs in 2000 in Souk
Sharq, and today the company owns five
branches that are perfectly situated in prime
malls; Souk Sharq, Arraya Center, Al Hamra
Tower, The Avenues and The Gate Mall.
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